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All safety and medical equipment (such as fire fighting...)

PC Remediation Plan

Notable Features

The companies have been asked to send the

220

A written non-discrimination policy was prepared with

Completed:

Policies already exist

Ongoing:

Asics

2.

Completed

Other

New Finding:

There is always overtime in the knitting

273.5 hours, which must not be more

Factory should reduce

Factory management must ensure to complete risk

The workers were provided with necessary

Freedom of Association

Employers will recognize and respect the right of employees to freedom of association and collective bargaining

Grievance Procedure

Employers will provide a safe and healthy working environment to prevent accidents and injury to health arising out

Completed

None

Noncompliance

Factory will be given the options of enhancing

Noncompliance

There are suggestion

Noncompliance

There is no auditing system concerning

Noncompliance

There are cases where

Noncompliance

There are cases of disciplinary

Noncompliance

MSDS/Worker Access

Chemical Management and

Completed

Other

New Finding:

New Finding:

New Finding:

New Finding:

New Finding:

New Finding:

New Finding:

New Finding:

New Finding:

New Finding:

New Finding:

- (i) be entitled to the minimum daily wages or (ii) the limits on regular and overtime hours allowed
- (b) the limits on regular and overtime hours allowed
- Asics manual was there
- It was said that there was
- The language(s) spoken by workers, if different from the
- There is always overtime in the knitting
- There is no auditing system concerning
- There are cases where